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“Dean’s workshop was a hit in our regional 
event. It was wonderful to experience the ben-
efits of meditation — we left wanting to con-
tinue making it part of our daily lives.”

 – MAUREEN RIOJAS, GUATEMALA,  
YOUNG PRESIDENTS’ ORGANIZATION

“A rare combination of insight, clarity, wit, and 
pragmatic common sense.”

 – PHILIP GOLDBERG, L. A. YOGA MAGAZINE

 
                                                                   

Dean Sluyter

“Dean’s sessions are relaxed and accessible, with a 
playfulness that pulls you in and puts you at ease.”
– LISA LEEMAN, PAST PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSOCIATION

“You’re not in for one hand clapping. Rather, 
it’s both hands clapping for joy.”   

 – THE NEW YORK TIMES

“Dean’s presentation to our engineers was of 
tremendous value. His laid-back, down-to-
earth approach made meditation appealing 
and easy, even for complete novices.”   

 – HALEY AKIN, SENIOR WELLNESS SPECIALIST 
GARMIN INTERNATIONAL

Dean Sluyter
MEDITATION EXPERT

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR 

WORKSHOPS, KEYNOTES, RETREATS



(pronounced “slighter”) is one of America’s 
most highly skilled, widely experienced 

teachers of authentic, transformative meditative methods. For 
decades, he has studied with sages in Asia and the West and has 
taught groups throughout the U.S. and beyond. Dean shows how 
to connect quickly and naturally with settled, open awareness. As a 
result, participants become less prone to anxiety and burnout, and 
develop their capacity for creativity, patience, intuition, teamwork, 
sustainable engagement, and love. 

In addition to working with professional groups, Dean is a popular 
speaker on campuses and in yoga studios, wellness centers, and 

houses of worship. Frequently featured in national 
media, he is known for his exceptional clarity and 

wit, and for his skill in conveying non-effort as the key to meditation’s benefits. 

Dean is the author of five books, including two back-to-back Amazon #1 stress-
management bestsellers: Natural Meditation and Fear Less: Living Beyond Fear, 

Anxiety, Anger, and Addiction. He is the winner of the 2015 Nautilus Book Award.

Dean Sluyter

Natural Meditation: The Way of Effortlessness
Fear Less: Beyond Anxiety, Anger, and Addiction
Cinema Nirvana: Enlightenment Lessons from  

the Movies
The Toolbox: Five Quick Ways to Drop Stress
Beyond Mindfulness
Say Something Real: Meditation for Writers
The Stress-Free Student / The Stress-Free Teacher
Being at Peace with Grief and Dying
Silence in Action: Meditation for Leadership

Most Popular TopicsSome Previous Venues
Chautauqua Institution 
Garmin International
Jacob Burns Film Festival
Midwest Gastrointestinal Associates
New York Open Center
Omega Institute
University of Pennsylvania
University Unitarian Universalist Society
West Coast Writers Conference
Young Presidents’ Organization
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